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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we introduce the notion "scattered cardinal Hermite interpolation", which means 
interpolating a function and its partial derivatives of certain orders on an arbitrary subset of Z d. 
The major results of this paper concern/2-data and are presented in Section 2, where we pro- 
pose the problem and describe a general approach. We associate to a given scattered cardinal 
Hermite interpolation problem an r x r matrix (called characteristic matrix) and show that the 
solvability to the interpolation scheme for/2°data is equivalent to the positive definiteness of the 
characteristic matrix. 
There is an abundance of papers dealing with cardinal or related interpolation and positive 
definite functions in the literature. Interested readers are referred to the recent survey papers 
by Dyn [1], Jetter [2], and Riemenschneider [3]. In the process of revising the current paper, we 
became aware of the paper entitled "Almost cardinal spline interpolation" by Arad and Dyn [4]. 
Their terminology "almost cardinal" means that the interpolation is cardinal except for a finite 
number of interpolation points. They proved that a wide range of "almost cardinal interpolation" 
problems have the same type of solution as the corresponding "cardinal interpolation" problem. 
We note that this is a genuine improvement since in passing from "cardinal" to "almost cardinal", 
translation invariance of the interpolation spaces is lost. There are some apparent similarities 
between "almost cardinal interpolation" and "scattered cardinal interpolation", although the 
results and approaches in [4] and the present paper are very different. 
The author is grateful to N. Dyn for suggestions that have enhanced the exposition of the paper. The author also 
thanks W. Madych and S. Riemenschneider fo sending him useful references and information concerning cardinal 
Hermite interpolation. 
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2. THE PROBLEM AND A GENERAL APPROACH 
Let C(R d) denote the space of complex-valued continuous functions on ~d, and let E denote 
the subspace of C(]~ d) consisting of all continuous functions h on ~d such that for some 0 < e < 1, 
sup {Ih(x)l( l  + llxll ) < 
xER d 
where I1" 112 denotes the Euclidean orm of the vector x. Let P :={Pl,... ,Pr} be a set o f r  linearly 
independent homogeneous polynomials with complex coefficients. Let h i , . . . ,  hr be r functions 
in C(]~ d) such that for each pair of #, v = 1 , . . . , r ,  we have p~,(D)h~ C E. Let J be a subset 
of Z d. Scattered cardinal Hermite interpolation with IP and J by the functions h i , . . . ,  h~ in this 
paper refers to the following problem: given r sequences of complex-valued data 
dl = (dl,j), d2 = (d2, j ) , . . . ,dr  -- (dr,j), j E J, 
find a function of the form 
s(x) = ~ ~ cv , jh , (x - j ) ,  (2.1) 
v=l  jC J  
that satisfies the following interpolation conditions: 
(p , (n )s ) ( j )=d, , j ,  # = 1 , . . . , r ,  j eg .  (2.2) 
We will refer to a scattered cardinal Hermite interpolation problem as SCHIP. The cardinal 
Hermite interpolation on the real line considered by Schoenberg [5] and others is the special case 
in which one takes h~ n(~- l )  = "-'2m-1(# = 1, . . . ,  r), where B2m-1 is the B-spline of order 2m - 1. 
Let p be given in the range 1 ~ p _< oo, and let £:P(J) := IP(J) x ... x lP(J) be the r folded direct 
product of IP(J) spaces. If for each v = 1, . . . ,  r, the sequence c~ = (cv,j)jeg in (2.1) is an element 
oflP(J), then the function s(x) in (2.1) is an element of Lv(Rd). Thus, equation (2.1) defines an 
operator from l:rP(J ) to LP(Rd). It is obvious that this operator is linear and bounded. 
DEFINITION 2.1. H for every (d l , . . .  ,dr) C £:P(J) there exists a unique element (Cl,... ,cr) E 
f3( J) such that the function defined in (2.1) satisfies the interpolation conditions in (2.2), then 
we say that SCHIP with P and J by the functions h i , . . . ,  hr is f~P( J)-solvable. 
In studying the £:P(J)-solvability of SCHIP, we find it convenient to introduce an operator 
B r determined by the matrix Tj given in blocks by Tj = ( ,~)~,~=1, where B~ denotes the Toeplitz 
matrix ((p,(D)h~)(j - k ) ) j , keg .  Let (Yl,...,Y~) E /:P(J), where y, = (Yv,j)jeg E IP(J) (v = 
1, . . . , r ) ,  and for each # = 1 , . . . , r ,  and k E J, let 
 y.,j (p.(v)h.)(k- ji 
L,=I j E J  
Then, ( z l , . . . ,  z~), where z~ = (z~,,j)jej (# = 1, . . . ,  r), is an element of L:P(J), and Tj naturally 
induces an operator (still denoted by Tj) from /:rP(J) to /:P(J) by the rule: T jY  = Z. The 
operator 2rj is clearly linear and bounded. 
The significance of the operator Tj is demonstrated by the following obvious yet interesting 
result. 
THEOREM 2.2. In order that SCHIP with 7 ) and J by the functions h i , . . . ,  h~ be £P( J)-solvable, 
it is necessary and sufficient hat the operator Tj be one-to-one from £Pr( J) onto £.Pr( J). 
Let h i , . . . ,  hr E C(R d) such that the functions p~(D)hv (#, v = 1 , . . . ,  r) are elements of E. 
Le t /~ (~) denote the functions defined by 
~-* ~ (p,(D)h,) (j)e ij~. 
j E J  
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We see that each/~. (~)  is continuous on T d, where T d denotes the d-dimensional torus [-lr, ~r] d. 
We will call the r x r matrix 
the characteristic matrix of the prescribed SCHIP. In what follows, we show that the positive 
definiteness of the characteristic matrix I:Ij for all ~ E T d implies the £2(j)-solvability of SCHIP 
on an arbitrary subset J of Z d. In this case, the operator Tj from/~2(j)  to £~r2(J) is positive 
definite; that is, (Tja, a} > 0 for all a E / :2( j ) .  Here, the inner product (a, b} for the two elements 
a~ b E Er2(J) is defined in the following natural way: 
(a,b} = ~ E att,jbt~,j, 
tt=l jEJ 
where a -- (a l , . . . ,  at), b = (b l , . . . ,  br) with a, ,  b, denoting the sequences (a , , j ) je j  and (bt,,j)jej, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let hl , . . . ,hr  E C(R d) be such that the functions p,(D)h~ (#,v = 1 . . . .  ,r)  axe 
dements of E. Assume that J C 7/~d and that the associated characteristic matrix t'Ij(~) is 
positive definite for each ~ E T d. Let X C J be such that j - k E J, whenever j, k E X. Then, 
the linear operator Tx defined by the matrix (Bu~)~,v=l,x r where BX~ denotes the Toeplitz matrix 
((p,(n)h,) (j - k))j,ke x , 
is positive definite on £~(X), and there are two positive numbers A1, A2 such that 
 lllall : (x)-< (7"xa, a) < , 211all = (x), 
for every element a in £2(X). In particular, the linear operator Tx is one-to-one from £r2(X) 
onto 
PROOF. We write a = (a l , . . . ,  at), where a,  (# = 1 , . . . ,  r) denote the sequences a~ = (ao,j)jex. 
For j, k E X, we have j - k E J,  so we can write 
1 fT (p,(n)h~) (j - k) - (27r)d ,~ 
Since a E/ :2(X),  the function 
tt=l jEX 
is an element of L2(Td), and therefore, an element of LI(T d) since T d is compact. Applying the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem if necessary (in the case X is an infinite set), we have 
v=l kEX d v=l kEX 
For each p -- 1 , . . . ,  r, the function 
is an element of L2(Td). Therefore, Txa is an element of/ :2(X).  Using the Dominated Conver- 
gence Theorem again if necessary, we have 
I Txa 'a)= ~ E (P"(D)hv)(J-k)at"Ja~'k 
tt,y=l j,kEX 
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For each ( E T d, let a(()  denote the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix I:tj(~) and let 
A1 = min a(~). 
~ET d 
It is obvious that ~r is a continuous function on T d. Since the matrix I=Ig(~) is positive definite 
for all ~ E T d, we have A1 > 0. Denote the function ~ ~ Y~jex a,,J eijz by a,( ( ) .  Then, the 
following inequality is true on T d almost everywhere: 
r 
D=I p=l p=l  
Therefore, we have 
1 -d  
Similarly, we can prove that 
(Txa, a) <_ ~211all~:~(x), 
where A2 is the maximum value of the function B, 
B : ~ F-~ the biggest eigenvalue of the matrix I:Ij(~). | 
THEOREM 2.4. Let h l , . . . ,h r  E C(N d) such that the functions p,(D)h~ (#,~ = 1 , . . . , r )  are 
elements of E. Let J be a submodule of Z d. Then, the following two results are equivalent. 
(i) The characteristic matrix is positive definite for every ~ E T d. 
(ii) There are two positive constants A1, A2 depending only on the functions h i , . . .  ,hr, 
J and P, such that the following inequalities hold: 
,Xlllall~(x) _< (Txa, a) < ~211all~g(x), 
for any X C J and every element a E Z;~(X). 
PROOF. (i) ==~ (ii). Since J is a submodule of Z a, for any X C J and j, k E X, we have 
j - k E J. Thus, the implication " ( i )~( i i ) "  is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.4. 
(ii) ~ (i). Assume that (ii) is true and that there is a ~0 E r e such that the matrix I:Ij((0) 
is not positive definite. Then, there is a vector v E C r with Ilvl12 =- 1 such that for each j E J, 
we have 
(p,(D)h~) (j - < O. 
p,,u=l kE 
Therefore, for any given e > 0, there is a positive integer N, such that 
\ 
v,f~ ~ (p,,(D)h~) (j - k)ei(J-k)~° I < e. (2.3) 
~,v=l j ,kEJ J ]jHkI<_N 
Let b = (bl , . . .  ,br) be defined by by = (b,d)jeg (~ = 1,...  ,r) with b,,j = v~e ij~° if IJ] <- N and 
b,,j = 0 if ]j] > N. Then, ]]bii£~(j) > 1 when N is sufficiently large and (2.3) shows that 
(7-jb, b) < c _< cl lbl l~(j) .  
This contradicts (ii). | 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let h i , . . . ,  hr be continuous functions uch that the functions p~ ( D )hv (#, L, = 
1, . . . ,  r) are elements orE. Let J1, J2 be two submodules of Z d. I f  J1 C J2 and if the characteristic 
matr ix  I-I j2 ( ~) is positive definite for all ~ E T d, then so is the characteristic matr ix  t'I j l  ( ~ ). 
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3. REMARKS AND FURTHER QUEST IONS 
We have seen that the positive definiteness of the characteristic matrix I:Ij(~) for all ~ C T d 
plays a vital role in scattered cardinal Hermite interpolation. This can be achieved by carefully 
selecting the functions h l , . . . ,h r .  Several procedures were considered in [6, Section 3]. By 
Theorem 2.4, all the positive definite functions discussed [6] can also be used for scattered cardinal 
Hermite interpolation with/2-data. In some sense, the result in the current paper extends the 
applications of the functions studied in [6]. Thus, we direct interested readers to the examples 
in [6]. 
Of course, we do not have to restrict ourself to do interpolation on subsets of Z d. We can 
imagine that it is possible to interpolate Hermite data on an arbitrary subset Af of ]~d. Unfor- 
tunately, most of the interesting results in the literature, including [7], have been limited to the 
situation in which iV" is finite. It would be very encouraging to solve the problem on an infinite 
set with no limit point. 
There remains a interesting question that is worth further investigation. In implementing the 
scattered cardinal Hermite interpolation scheme on a subset X of Z d, it is important o estimate 
the norms of the interpolation operator Tx and its inverse Tx  1. Among other things, the norms 
of Tx  and Tx  1 are used to control the element growth in numerical computation. It is elementary 
to see that 
inf {A2: (Txa, a) <_ A2[[a[l~(x ), for all a c / :2r(X)},  
ll xlll =sup{h,:  (Zxa, a) >  ,xllaHt (x), for all, e 
Thus, the proof of Lemma 2.4 provides a method for us to obtain such estimates in the gen- 
eral setting. However, in concrete examples, such as the Gaussian and the multiquadric, such 
estimates are highly desired but not yet available. 
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